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Each player must bring their deck and story
deck (this is important - in two player, only one
player really needs to bring their story deck, but
in multi, everyone has to).

No changes to deck building rules.

One player is appointed "First Player," and his
story deck is shuffled. Lay out three stories in
front of that player. Then, all other players
search their story decks and lay out the same
three story cards in front of them. Play proceeds
clockwise beginning with the "First Player."

Rules change: on the first turn, all players
draw 2 cards. No player gets a story phase on
their first turn.

Each player takes their full turn, as in 2-player,
one phase at a time.

Rules change:
When a player takes his story phase and com-
mits characters, each opponent beginning with
the leftmost opponent and continuing clockwise,
gets ONE chance to "intercept." As soon as one
opponent chooses to intercept, no other player
may do so. To intercept, players must commit at

Commiting to Stories

Gameplay
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least 1 character to "block" the active player.

Only the intercepting player may commit char-
acters to "block" the active player. All players
may trigger card effects as normal, starting with
the active player and proceeding clockwise.

Rules change:
When a player other than the first player wins a
story, he claims that story for himself. That play-
er then set aside that story for himself. 

The First Player then shuffles that story card
back into his story deck, then draws and plays a
new story card. Each other player follows suit
(ie. Their success tokens on the won story are
lost, just like in 2-player), searching their story
deck for the same story that the First Player has
put into play.

Note: if you have already won the story card
that the First Player has put into play, then you
are "short" one story card (ie. You'll only have
two of them out). However, you still can inter-
cept the active player’s characters at a story card
even if you don't have it out.

If the First Player wins a story, he places that
story in his won pile and pulls out another story.
That won story will not show up again during
the game.

The game ends when a player has won 3 story
cards. There are no further rules changes.

Winning the Game

Winning a Story 
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